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**20Calcium-bearing of Fluorapatite Nannofossils, between MESOFRACTALS and Nanocubes**

WIDAstra HidaJatullah,SSI
Nannofossils-Hydrocarbons Initiative — From Sendhil Kumar, et al. provided nanomaterials to polymer expatiation inherently to RE-Expiate as well as calcareous nannofossils and fluorapatite have similar properties in 20-Ca bearing. To 187 imply of nanocubes herewith MESOFRACTALS: denotes cartoons whose generator intervals fall into two non-empty classes: (i) diagonal intervals sharing a unique H satisfying 0<H< infinite and (ii) vertical intervals with H= 0 and/or horizontal intervals with H = infinite. Theses abstract appreciates to Cipinang-Muara residences of HE. Mr. Drs. P. Swantoro “DEbt for Nature Swap” involves to SouthWest African People Organization/SWAPO sounds. They were introduction to Working-paper proposed to KOMPAS-GRAMEDIA, 2018. ”Kita gak lama...” request have been fulfills to no harm do good values by delivers signature of HE. Mr. H. Ing. Luthfi Zakaria to Jl. Sangkuriang 26- Badnung 40135 in 2005 accomplishes disposition 1994 for HE. Mr. Ir. Roy Hadioso Talogo/Toronto, Canada...
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